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ABSTRACT

Horizontal well-stimulation is the key to unconventional resource exploration and development. The development
mode of the well plant helps increase the stimulated reservoir volume. Nevertheless, fracture interference between
wells reduces the fracturing effect. Here, a 2D hydro-mechanical coupling model describing hydraulic fracture
(HF) propagation is established with the extended finite element method, and the effects of several factors on HF
propagation during multiple wells fracturing are analyzed. The results show that with an increase in elastic modulus,
horizontal principal stress difference and injection fluid displacement, the total fracture area and the reservoir
stimulation efficiency are both improved in all three fracturing technologies. After a comparison of the three
technologies, the method of improved zipper fracturing is proposed, which avoids mutual interference between
HFs, and the reservoir stimulation effect is improved significantly. The study provides guidance for optimizing the
fracturing technology of multiple horizontal wells.
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Nomenclature

u The rate vector
N I(x) The common nodal function
αI The improved freedom degree of the node
Fα(x) The progressive rate function of the tip
bI

α The improved freedom degree of the unit node
r The vector
θ The angle
f Tolerance
σ The stress value

1 Introduction

Unconventional resource development is mainly realized by horizontal well massive stimulation.
The SRV of a well is increased by stress interference between multiple clusters of fractures. On this
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basis, multi-well collaborative fracturing is developed [1–3]. Compared with single-well fracturing,
multi-well collaborative fracturing can maximize the fracturing operation efficiency. Moreover, the
induced stress interference between wells and fractures can enhance the fracture complexity greatly
and increase the SRV, and improve the stimulation effect. However, multi-well fracturing causes inter-
well interference and fracture interference, which lead to variation in in-situ stress, and further affects
the stimulation effect of shale reservoirs [4–7]. Therefore, research on how the interference between
wells and clusters affects HF expansion in shale fracturing is needed.

Simultaneous fracturing facilitates increase significant improvement of the operation efficiency.
Based on establishing an induced stress field model, Peirce et al. [8–10] proposed a mathematical model
for calculating multiple fracture pattern. In view of this mathematical model, numerical simulation
research on multi-cluster fracture initiation has been carried out by many domestic and foreign
scholars. Sepehri et al. [11–13] studied the effect of interference between clusters on fracture pattern
by considering fluid loss and fluid distribution among clusters and optimized the cluster spacing in
multi fracture expansion. Li et al. [14,15] found that the less stress difference causes greater fracture
deflection when considering the effect of stress difference on fracture expansion. Li et al. [16–18]
studied the fracture pattern in synchronous fracturing and alternate fracturing by considering the
fracturing fluid properties and engineering parameters, and concluded that stress interference is
significant in synchronous fracturing. Li et al. [19,20] considered the effect of natural weak interfaces
on fracture expansion and concluded that a low stress difference is favorable for communication
of natural weak interface and generation of the complex fracture network. This was followed by
the development of the “well factory” model, which resulted in multi-well collaborative fracturing.
Zhou et al. [21,22] studied how stress difference, cluster spacing, and well spacing affect HF expansion,
and found that improved zipper fracturing realizes a better stimulation effect.

In summary, a lot of effort has been put into study on the effect of inter-well interference on
HF pattern, and fracture expansion characteristics in multi-well fracturing is still rarely reported.
To understand the characteristics of fracture expansion during multi-well fracturing, a 2D hydro-
mechanical coupling fracture expansion model is established with the extended finite element method
(XFEM), and the effects of inter-well and inter-fracture interference in three fracturing patterns with
various rock mechanics parameters and operation parameters are analyzed. This study provides a
theoretical basis for optimization of multi-well fracturing.

2 Principle of XFE Method

To obtain the HF expansion law, the finite element (FE) equation is expressed with the enrichment
term. The singularity on the crack tip is described with the progressive rate, and the fracturing surface
rate is expressed with the equation of jump method. Thus, the rate vector expressed with the global
enrichment is simplified as Eq. (1):

u =
N∑

I=1

NI (x)

[
uI + H (x) αI +

4∑
α=1

Fα (x) bα

I

]
(1)

where NI(x) represents the common nodal function; uI represents the vector of the continuous rate in
the FE solution; αI represents the improved freedom degree of the fracture element with one additional
freedom degree added in each direction; H(x) expresses jump; bα

I represents the improved freedom
degree of the unit node on the crack tip with 4 freedom degrees in a given direction, and Fα(x)

represents the progressive rate on the crack tip; I represents the set of nodes in the grid.
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The jump function is defined as Eq. (2):{
H (x′, y′) = +1, (y′ ≥ 0)

H (x′, y′) = −1, (y′ < 0)

}
(2)

The progressive rate Fα(x) (α = 1, 2, 3, 4) on crack tip is expressed as Eq. (3):

F1 (x) = √
r sin

θ

2

F2 (x) = √
r cos

θ

2

F3 (x) = √
r sin θ sin

θ

2

F4 (x) = √
r sin θ cos

θ

2

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(3)

r and θ are the local coordinate system on the crack tip, see Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Crack local coordinate system

The fracture expansion criterion applied here is the criterion of maximum principal stress, which
is expressed as Eq. (4):

f =
{〈σmax〉

σ 0
max

}
(4)

When 1.0 ≤ f ≤ 1.0 + ftol is reached within the tolerance range, damage starts and the tolerance
default is 0.05. See Eq. (5) for an example, σ 0

max is the critical maximum principal stress, and 〈σmax〉 is
represented by parentheses:{〈σmax〉 = 0, σmax < 0

〈σmax〉 = σmax, σmax ≥ 0 (5)

That is no initial damage occurs in the enhancement unit under pure compression.

3 Models
3.1 Physical Model

To understand the effect of interference between wells on fracture pattern, a fracture expansion
physical model in two boreholes is built with the 2D hydro-mechanical coupling method, as shown in
Table 1. The size of the model is 200 m × 200 m, the borehole spacing is 100 m, and the HF spacing
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is 20 m in a borehole. There are 4 preset fractures in No. 1 borehole, and 3 preset fractures in No.
2 borehole, and all preset fractures are 1 m long. The horizontal minimum principal stress is along
the borehole direction, and the maximum horizontal principal stress is perpendicular to the borehole.
Rock matrix is meshed with CPE4P method, and the HF is meshed with T2D2 method. The mesh size
is 0.5 m, and there are 80,000 meshes. The parameters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Model parameters

Elastic modulus Poisson’s ratio Rock tensile
strength

Permeability
coefficient

Maximum horizontal
principal stress

15 GPa 0.25 6 MPa 1 × 10−7 m/s 32.0 MPa
Minimum horizontal
principal stress

Pore pressure Void ratio Filtration
coefficient

Pumping time

30.0 MPa 22 MPa 0.1 1 × 10−14 mPa·s 100 s

Here, the fracture patterns in conventional fracturing with the sequence of 1–3–5–7–2–4–6, zipper
fracturing with the sequence of 1–2–3–4–4–5–7–7, and improved zipper fracturing with the sequence
of 1–3–2–5–4–7–6 are compared.

Here is a description of the well-type design scheme in the paper. The physical HF expansion
model borehole distribution trajectory of dual horizontal wells (improved zipper fracturing) is shown
in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Physical HF expansion model of the borehole distribution trajectory of double horizontal
wells

3.2 Assumptions
(1) Homogeneous and isotropic strata;

(2) Incompressible Newtonian fluid;

(3) Negligible fluid hysteresis effect;

(4) Negligible effect of the thermal field on rock and fluid properties.
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4 Analysis of Factors

Rock mechanics parameters play a significant role in controlling fracture geometry, especially
in fracture expansion. Different rock mechanics parameters, especially elastic modulus and stress
difference, have a significant effect on hydraulic fracturing results. At the same time, as a source of
fracturing power, the fluid injection rate is a key factor affecting the HF pattern. Finally, the well type
also has a direct interference effect on the fracture direction and path. Therefore, take the above two
rock mechanics parameters and one fracturing process parameter and well type as research objects, to
analyze the effects of different elastic modulus, horizontal principal stress difference, fluid injection
rate, and well type on fracture length and reservoir stimulation are analyzed.

4.1 Elastic Modulus
The elastic modulus of the rock matrix is set as 15, 20, 25, and 30 GPa, and other parameters

are not changed. The total length and total fracture area obtained from three fracturing modes
are calculated. The numerical simulation results are shown in Figs. 3–5. The specific parameters of
fracturing results are shown in Table 2.

Figure 3: Cloud chart of conventional fracturing HF expansion

Figure 4: Cloud chart of zipper fracturing HF expansion

Under the same elastic modulus, the fracture length characteristics are complicated in three
fracturing technologies. The main reason is that the length and width of fracture expansion are
complicated due to stress interference by other fractures. Only fracture length is not enough to reflect
the fracture expansion characteristics and stimulation effect. Based on many attempts and studies, the
concept of total fracture area is proposed to characterize the stimulation effect. Total fracture area =
fracture length × fracture width and the values of fracture length and fracture width can be obtained by
post-processing module in numerical simulation. The total fracture areas calculated in three fracturing
technologies are listed in Table 1. It can be seen by analysis of the calculation results that as the elastic
modulus increases, the fracture lengths of the three technologies increase, and the fracture widths
decrease significantly, which leads to a reduction of the total fracture area and a worse stimulation
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effect. Under the same elastic modulus, improved zipper fracturing creates the largest fracture total
area, i.e., the optimal fracture length-width ratio, followed by the zipper fracturing method, and the
stimulation effect of the conventional fracturing method is the poorest. The total fracture area in
improved zipper fracturing is 0.889 m2, which is 1.03 times that in zipper fracturing and 1.04 times
that in conventional fracturing.

Figure 5: Cloud chart of improved zipper fracturing HF expansion

Table 2: Comparison of fracture parameters

Elastic mod-
ulus/GPa

Techniques

Conventional fracturing Zipper fracturing Improved zipper fracturing

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

15 139.721 0.941 136.427 0.952 138.314 0.977
20 165.082 0.884 167.29 0.898 164.482 0.927
25 190.279 0.816 192.661 0.825 191.788 0.857
30 218.266 0.775 218.896 0.779 214.924 0.795
Average 178.337 0.854 178.819 0.864 177.377 0.889

4.2 Horizontal Principal Stress Difference
The horizontal maximum principal stress is kept unchanged, and the minimum horizontal

principal stress is reduced. The horizontal principal stress difference is set as 0, 2, and 4 MPa. Other
model parameters are not changed. The total fracture length and the total fracture area of three
fracturing technologies are calculated, to analyze the effect degree of the horizontal principal stress
difference on the fracturing efficiency. The numerical simulation results are shown in Figs. 6–8. The
specific parameters of fracturing results are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 6: Cloud chart of conventional fracturing HF expansion

Figure 7: Cloud chart of zipper fracturing HF expansion

Figure 8: Cloud chart of improved zipper fracturing HF expansion

Table 3: Total fracture length under various horizontal principal stress differences

Elastic mod-
ulus/GPa

Techniques

Conventional fracturing Zipper fracturing Improved zipper fracturing
Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

0 128.592 0.891 129.773 0.901 128.476 0.902

(Continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Elastic mod-
ulus/GPa

Techniques

Conventional fracturing Zipper fracturing Improved zipper fracturing
Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

2 139.721 0.941 136.427 0.952 138.314 0.977
4 144.38 0.957 131.565 0.982 135.703 1.123
Average 137.564 0.930 132.588 0.945 134.164 1.001

Analysis shows that as the horizontal principal stress difference increases, all three fracturing
technologies show an increasing trend. The fracture length of conventional fracturing linearly increases
with the increasing stress difference, and it is not observed in the other two methods. Under the same
stress difference, the improved zipper fracturing method creates the largest total fracture area, i.e., the
optimal fracture length-width ratio and the best reservoir stimulation effect. Under the influence of
stress difference, the total fracture area increases alternately for the conventional fracturing method,
and zipper fracturing method. When the stress differences are 0 and 2 MPa, the conventional fracturing
method creates the largest fracture area. When the stress difference is 4 MPa, zipper fracturing creates
the largest fracture area. The total fracture area in improved zipper fracturing is 1.001 m2, which is
1.05 times that in zipper fracturing and 1.08 times that in conventional fracturing. Analysis shows
that there is no linear relationship between fracture width and fracture length due to the influence
of in-situ stress and fracturing technological measures. And the stress interference between fractures
is more complicated. However, the improved zipper fracturing method still shows the best reservoir
stimulation effect.

4.3 Fluid Injection Rate
Fluid injection rate has a significant effect on the HF pattern. Fluid injection rate is set as 0.12,

0.24 and 0.36 m3/min, and the other parameters are not changed. The total fracture length and area in
three fracturing technologies are calculated. The increment of the total fracture length is calculated.
The numerical simulation results are shown in Figs. 9–11. The specific parameters of fracturing results
are shown in Table 4.

Figure 9: Cloud chart of conventional fracturing HF expansion
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Figure 10: Cloud chart of zipper fracturing HF expansion

Figure 11: Cloud chart of improved zipper fracturing HF expansion

Table 4: Total fracture length under different fluid injection rate

Elastic mod-
ulus/GPa

Techniques

Conventional fracturing Zipper fracturing Improved zipper fracturing

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

Total
fracture
length/m

Total
fracture
area/m2

0.12 139.721 0.941 136.427 0.952 138.314 0.977
0.24 236.108 2.093 220.957 2.074 231.733 2.093
0.36 336.348 3.265 326.972 3.271 323.501 3.262
Average 237.392 2.100 228.119 2.099 231.183 2.111

As the fluid injection rate increases, the fracture length and total fracture area in all three
fracturing methods show an increasing trend. At the same rate, the conventional fracturing method
creates the largest fracture length. When the rate is 0.12 m3/min, the improved zipper fracturing
method creates the largest total fracture area, when the rate is 0.36 m3/min, the conventional fracturing
method creates the largest total fracture area. The fracturing process sequence and fluid injection
rate control the reservoir stimulation efficiency together. On average, the total fracturing area in
conventional fracturing is 2.1010 m2, that in zipper fracturing method is 2.099 m2, and that in improved
zipper fracturing is 2.100 m2. Under the complex nonlinear law, the reservoir stimulation effect of the
three methods is the same.
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4.4 Well Type
Well type has an important influence on HF expansion. The total fracture length and total

area created in three well types were extracted by setting single branching well, double branching
well, and triple branching well, with other parameters unchanged. The borehole trajectory design
scheme of double branching well is shown in Fig. 2. The borehole trajectory design scheme of a single
horizontal well and triple branching horizontal well (Multi-branch well) is shown in Figs. 12 and 13.
The numerical simulation results are shown in Fig. 14. The fracturing results are listed in Table 5.

Figure 12: Physical HF expansion model of the
borehole distribution trajectory of a single hori-
zontal well

Figure 13: Physical HF expansion model of the
borehole distribution trajectory of triple branch-
ing horizontal wells

Figure 14: Cloud chart of HF expansion under different well types

The results show that as the number of branch well increases, the fracture length decreases
gradually. The total fracture length decreases by 3.8% from the single horizontal well to the three-
branch well. The largest fracture area and the best reservoir stimulation effect are obtained from
the dual-branch well. In general, there is no linear relationship between the branch number and the
stimulation effect. Under the situation of a triple branching well, the HFs are close to each other,
which causes serious stress interference. This clearly reveals the nature that the HF direction and stress
interference will bring negative effects on the fracturing efficiency.
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Table 5: Total fracture length and area under different well types

Well types Fracture parameters

Total fracture length/m Total fracture area/m2

Single horizontal well 138.472 0.923
Dual-branch well 138.314 0.977
Three branch well 133.204 0.930

5 Conclusions

Based on the XFE method, a 2D hydro-mechanical coupling model of multi-well fracturing is
established to analyze the effects of various factors on total fracture length and total fracture length
increment. The understandings are obtained as follows:

(1) An increase in elastic modulus leads to an increase in fracture length and a significant decrease
of fracture width in three fracturing technologies, and a decrease in total fracture area and the worse
stimulation effect. Under the same elastic modulus, improved zipper fracturing creates the largest
total fracture area and the best reservoir stimulation effect, followed by zipper fracturing, and the
stimulation effect is worst in conventional fracturing.

(2) An increase in the horizontal principal stress difference leads to an increase in the total fracture
area. The fracture length has a linear relationship with the horizontal principal stress difference in
conventional fracturing and does not show this linear relationship in zipper fracturing and improved
zipper fracturing. Under the same horizontal principal stress difference, improved zipper fracturing
creates the largest total fracture area. The effects of the horizontal principal stress difference and stress
interference between fractures cause the complex fracture expansion law in conventional fracturing
and zipper fracturing.

(3) An increase in fluid injection rate causes a significant increase in the fracture length and
total fracture area in three fracturing technologies. At the same rate, conventional fracturing creates
the largest fracture length. The total fracture area is restricted by the fracturing sequence and fluid
injection rate and does not show an obvious law. The effects of three fracturing technologies are
different under different fluid injection rates. This indicates that both fluid injection rate and fracturing
method play a key role in controlling the stimulation effect.

(4) An increase in the branch number causes a decrease in the fracture length. The largest fracture
area and the best reservoir stimulation effect are obtained in the dual-branch well.
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